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MCTS: Windows Server 2008 Applications Infrastructure Configuration Study Guide: Exam 70-643Sybex, 2008

	Microsoft has recently changed its certification program to contain three primary series: Technology, Professional, and Architect. The Technology Series of certifications is intended to allow candidates to target specific technologies and is the basis for obtaining the Professional Series and Architect Series of certifications. The...
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C++ Without Fear: A Beginner's Guide That Makes You Feel Smart (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	Many years ago, when I had to learn C overnight to make a living as a programmer
	(this was before C++), I would have given half my salary to find a mentor, a
	person would say, “Here are the potholes in the road...errors that you are sure to
	make in learning C. And here’s how to steer around them.” Instead, I had to...
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Blender 2.5 Character Animation CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	This book offers clear, illustrative, and easy-to-follow recipes to create character rigs and
	animations for common situations. Bring your characters to life by understanding the
	principles, techniques, and approaches involved in creating rigs and animations; you'll
	be able to adapt them to your own characters and films.
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Tips and Techniques in Laparoscopic SurgerySpringer, 2004


	The purpose of this work is a descriptive demonstration of laparoscopic

	techniques approached in a very practical way. Every

	intervention, summarized in six stages, is carefully illustrated

	with an operating cliché and a plan that shows the progress of

	the phases of the intervention.





	The 17 operating...
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SAP ABAP Advanced cookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Advanced Business Application Programming (ABAP) is SAP’s proprietary 4th Generation Language (4GL). SAP core is written almost entirely in ABAP. ABAP is a high level programming language used in SAP for development and other customization processes. This book covers advanced SAP programming applications with ABAP. It teaches you to...
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OpenCL Parallel Programming Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	OpenCL (Open Computing Language) is the first royalty-free standard for cross platform, parallel programming of modern processors found in personal computers, servers, mobiles, and embedded devices. OpenCL greatly improves speed and responsiveness for a wide spectrum of applications in numerous market categories, from gaming and entertainment...
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OpenGL ES 3.0 Programming Guide (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2014

	OpenGL®  ES™ is the industry’s leading software interface and graphics library for rendering sophisticated 3D graphics on handheld and embedded devices. The newest version, OpenGL ES 3.0, makes it possible to create stunning visuals for new games and apps, without compromising device performance or...
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Making TeX Work (A Nutshell handbook)O'Reilly, 1994

	
		TeX is a powerful tool for creating professional quality typeset text and is unsurpassed at typesetting mathematical equations, scientific text, and multiple languages. Many books describe how you use TeX to construct sentences, paragraphs, and chapters. Until now, no book has described all the software that actually lets you build,...
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Getting Clojure: Build Your Functional Skills One Idea at a TimePragmatic Bookshelf, 2018

	
		Behind every programming language lies a vision of how programs should be built. The vision behind Clojure is of a radically simple language framework holding together a sophisticated collection of programming features. Learning Clojure involves much more than just learning the mechanics of the language. To really get...
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HTML: A Beginner's Guide, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Essential Skills--Made Easy!

Peel back the Web's opulent exterior and see how HTML makes it all look so great. Author Wendy Willard will help you understand HTML with clear lessons delivered in a proven learning system. In dedicated modules that act as stand-alone lessons, you'll discover how to structure a page, place images, size text,...
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Java: A Beginner's Guide, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2005
Essential Skills--Made Easy! Updated and Expanded for J2SE 5

Learn to program in Java from master programmer and best-selling author Herb Schildt. Completely revised and updated to cover Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition 5 (J2SEj 5), this step-by-step guide will have you programming in practically no time. You’ll start at the...
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Agile Software ConstructionSpringer, 2005
 This book is about exploiting as many features of the agile movement as possible to enhance our software development processes. It is about selling you the concept o fagile software development. It is about how to make your projects agile. It is about what tools you should use to become agile.

 This book is about not rejecting...
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